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We report the performance of a niobium hot-electron bolometer designed for laboratory terahertz
spectroscopy. The antenna-coupled detector can operate above 4.2 K and has fast !subnanosecond"
response. Detailed microwave measurements of performance over a wide range of operating
conditions were correlated with quantitative terahertz measurements. The maximum responsivity is
4 ! 104 V / W with a noise equivalent power at the detector of 2 ! 10−14 W / Hz1/2, approaching the
intrinsic thermal fluctuation limit for the device. This detector enables a variety of novel laboratory
spectroscopy measurements. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. #DOI: 10.1063/1.2769575$

Recent advances in photon detectors enable measurements near the theoretical limits of sensitivity in the terahertz
!THz"/far-infrared !FIR" region for the wavelength range of
approximately 0.1– 1 mm. The most sensitive direct !power"
detectors are bolometers developed for astrophysics
observations.1,2 These detectors are typically slow, with millisecond !msec" response, operate at temperatures below
0.5 K, and have limited but acceptable dynamic range. In a
number of laboratory spectroscopy and sensing applications,
detectors with reasonable sensitivity but much faster response and larger dynamic range are needed; a more accessible operating temperature is also desirable. We report the
development and detailed characterization of a niobium !Nb"
hot-electron detector that addresses these needs.
The detector is an antenna-coupled bolometer that uses
the superconducting transition to read out the temperature
change due to power absorption. Antenna coupling allows a
small sensor element, which is more sensitive than a largearea detector. In our case, the absorber also serves as the
thermometer element and, due to the antenna-coupling, photons of one polarization are detected. This approach is now
well established in the superconducting hot-electron bolometer !HEB" heterodyne mixer.3 Use of such antenna-coupled
HEBs as !nonheterodyne" power detectors has not been as
well studied. This is the application we investigate. Other
power detectors based on absorption in a superconductor or
use of a superconductor thermometer have been reported.2,5–7
However, none of these achieves the combination of sensitivity and speed of the detector we report.
A detector using the concept we study is reported also as
a commercial product.8 The noise, presumably for small detected power, is similar to what we measure. This article
provides much more detailed performance data for noise and
responsivity as well as dependence on detected power and on
the operating temperature. With this information, spectroscopy experiments using this detector can be designed with
greater confidence. Moreover, we show that the noise for this
power detector is determined almost entirely by intrinsic
thermal fluctuations.2 This conclusion could not be drawn
with certainty from heterodyne measurements on similar-size
Nb devices9 nor from measurements on larger area Nb film
0034-6748/2007/78!8"/086111/3/$23.00

detectors.10 Our work builds on the extensive and careful
measurements of Nb film detectors.10
Current laboratory THz spectroscopy employs two main
approaches. The Fourier-transform IR !FTIR" spectrometer
uses a broad band continuous-wave source. A cold Si bolometer is typically used to measure changes in the relatively
constant detected power. This requires modest bandwidth
!" KHz" with good linearity at microwatt power levels. The
other main approach is time-domain THz spectroscopy
!TDTS".4 This uses a pulsed, broad band THz source with a
gated detector. Frequency components are determined from
the electric field versus time on a subpicosecond !psec" timescale. The source and detector are driven by a sub-psec optical pulse. The detector is either a nonlinear crystal or a
photoconductive semiconductor. If the THz waveform to be
detected has a long duration !#100 ps", these detectors are
not optimal. They collect only a small amount of energy in
each sample, and the required path length difference is large.
The detector was developed for measurement of THz
emission or changes of THz transmission that occur on a
nsec to msec timescale, following an initiating event such as
an optical pulse. Spectral resolution is accomplished with a
tunable external element. We discuss specific applications at
the end of this article. The detector response extends to
%10 THz or higher,9,10 as set by the antenna. Device response was measured with a broad band, pulsed THz source;
with a thermal THz source !hot-cold load"; and with a timevarying microwave signal. The microwave tests allow accurate calibration of the dissipated power and also allow performance tests varied over a wider range of operating
conditions than is convenient in a THz test system. We report
the responsivity R, in V/W, the noise equivalent power
!NEP" in W / Hz1/2, and the saturation power !Psat". The NEP
indicates the minimum resolvable input power with unity
signal to noise in a 1 Hz output bandwidth.
Device fabrication was optimized for this application.11
The active element of the device is a 2.5 $m ! 1 $m
! 12 nm Nb microbridge with a normal state resistance of
&100 % to match the antenna impedance. These dimensions
were chosen to obtain good sensitivity, while ensuring opera-
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TABLE I. Device performance vs temperature; responsivity R and electrical NEP are measured at P ( Psat. For T " 4.2 K, the NEP could be reduced
%30% with a lower noise amplifier.
T !K"

R !kV/W"

Psat !nW"

NEP !10−14 W / Hz1/2"

5.2
4.2
3.2

40
10
6

7
66
120

2
7
11

THz measurements, the systematic errors could be a factor of
2. The maximum responsivity at a given Tb approximately
follows the empirical relation:
R!P" = R!P = 0"/#1 + !P/Psat"3/2$.

FIG. 1. Optical image of antenna-coupled microbridge and double-dipole
antenna; part of the THz choke structure is shown on the right.

tion well below saturation with a room temperature source.
The room temperature background couples nanowatt power
levels into the detector. A smaller, more sensitive device
could be used with a lower background. The Nb microbridge
is at the center of a double-dipole antenna designed for coupling between 0.8 and 1.6 THz;12 see Fig. 1. The antenna
consists of 12 nm of Nb covered by 200 nm of Al with a
sheet resistance of less than 0.1 % / sq. The device is produced on a high-resistivity Si substrate; a hyperhemispherical Si lens focuses the THz signal through the substrate to
the antenna. A THz choke structure prevents loss of the THz
signal, but allows dc-GHz input and output. Two devices
with similar dc properties were studied; one primarily at microwave frequencies and the other at THz frequencies.
Measurements were conducted using two high frequency
systems: microwave and THz. In the microwave cryostat an
amplitude-modulated microwave signal !f & 1 GHz; f mod
= 10– 400 MHz" is applied and the output at the modulation
frequency is amplified by a low noise cryogenic amplifier,
followed by a spectrum analyzer.9 Negligible room temperature blackbody radiation and IR reach the sample. We first
measured the voltage output with f mod = 80 MHz to match the
repetition rate of the pulsed THz source !see below". We
measured the response and noise at the 50 % amplifier input
over a wide range of parameters likely to be used in applications. The modulation frequency was varied to determine
the output bandwidth of the device. It has a −3 dB bandwidth of 240 MHz, equivalent to a thermal relaxation time of
0.7 ns, and consistent with previous measurements of phonon cooling in similar Nb films.9,10 The 80 MHz signal is
thus only slightly attenuated by about 5%. Even larger output
bandwidths appear possible with improved deposition
conditions.11
The microwave measurements show large response and
good dynamic range. In the small signal regime, Rmax = 4
! 104 V / W at f mod = 80 MHz, obtained for a bath temperature Tb = 5.2 K & 0.9Tc, with V = 0.2 mV. The Nb transition
temperature is Tc = 5.8 K. Psat is defined as the power for
which R is reduced to 50% of its small signal value. For
Tb = 5.2 K, Psat is 7 nW. These measurements are reproducible to better than 10%. The systematic errors of the microwave measurement are estimated to be &20%, while for the

!1"

Psat increases as the bath temperature Tb is reduced, but the
responsivity decreases. For a given absorbed power, R can
be optimized by adjusting the Tb. Using Eq. !1", we estimate
that room temperature radiation coupled to the detector can
reduce R 3%–6%. Our findings are summarized in Table I
and Fig. 2. The NEP data are discussed below.
The THz-frequency tests were conducted in an opticalaccess cryostat with a room temperature amplifier. We use
antenna coupling.12. The THz response was tested using a
hot-cold load, switching between thermal sources at 315 Hz,
as well as using a broad band, pulsed THz source.3,13 The
hot-cold measurements allow us to apply a known blackbody
power external to the cryostat.14 Assuming a known antenna
bandwidth, the power that can be coupled from the hot load
to a cold detector is found by integrating the Planck thermal
spectrum.15 For the microwave measurement, we know the
coupling and thus R for power absorbed in the device. From
this, the optical coupling efficiency ', from the cryostat window to device absorption, is computed to be 0.18.
A broad band, pulsed THz source was used in the other
THz tests. It is based on a photoconductive switch driven by
a Ti:sapphire laser oscillator.4,13 The THz beam is focused
onto the Si lens in the cryostat with an off-axis parabolic
mirror external to the cryostat. The average THz signal
power external to the cryostat in the antenna bandwidth is

FIG. 2. Responsivity R vs power with 80 MHz modulation, Tb = 5.2 and
4.2 K. Fitted curves are Eq. !1" with parameters of Table I. Inset: I-V curve
for Tb = 5.2 and 4.2 K, P = 1 nW; an arrow points to the location where R is
maximum. There is a 20 % dc load line.
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Notes

TABLE II. Performance of THz direct detectors-Nb antenna-coupled HEB
!this work, 5.2 K" and Winston cone for coupled commercial units
!T = 4.2 K" !Ref. 5". The InSb detector is limited to frequencies &1.5 Thz
for broadband coverage and requires an inhomogenous magnetic field.
Nb HEB

Si bolometer Nb film

Output bw
240 MHz 1 kHz
2 ! 10−13
NEPelec!W / Hz1/2" 2 ! 10−14
NEPopt!W / Hz1/2" 1.1! 10−13 2 ! 10−12

InSb bolometer

200 MHz "1 MHz
¯
¯
2 ! 10−11 1 ! 10−12

%1 nW, based on the hot-cold calibration, and is similar to
previous work.13 We determined the detector noise and NEP
in both measurement systems. The NEP includes contributions from photon shot noise !from room temperature blackbody photon background and the signal", from amplifier
noise, and from intrinsic device noise.2 These contributions
add in quadrature. Maximum NEP contribution of the photon
shot noise at the detector in the THz setup occurs for ' = 1
and is %0.3! 10−14 W / Hz1/2; for the microwave setup it is
negligible. The photon contribution to the total NEP is thus
small. The measured contribution from the amplifier,
NEPAMP, is small at 1.0! 10−14 W / Hz1/2.
The dominant contribution to the calculated NEP is from
intrinsic device noise, which is dominated by thermal
fluctuations.2 NEPTF = !4kBT2G"1/2, where G is the thermal
conductance between the electrons and the substrate/
film phonons, and the electron temperature is near Tb. We
measured that G = 1.9! 10−7 W / K using Johnson noise
giving
a
predicted
NEPTF = 1.9
thermometry,9
! 10−14 W / Hz1/2. A smaller microbridge area lowers G and
NEPTF, but also lowers Psat.
The electrical NEP is the total NEP for power absorbed
in the detector. At 5.2 K in the microwave system, using the
known coupling, we measure NEPelec = 2.0! 10−14 W / Hz1/2.
This is consistent with expectation; for the dominant
contributions2 we predict that NEPelec = #!NEPTF"2
+ !NEPAMP"2$1/2 & 2.2! 10−14 W / Hz1/2. The amplifier noise
in the THz system is the same. Thus, the optical NEP measured in the THz system, relative to power at the window, is
NEPopt = 2.0! 10−14 / ' = 1.1! 10−13 W / Hz1/2. We summarize
our findings in Table II and compare to three commercial
THz detectors which use different concepts.5 The antennacoupled Nb detector is the most sensitive detector in Table II
and is much faster than the semiconductor detectors.
A variety of THz spectroscopic studies on a nsec to msec
timescale can be undertaken with the antenna-coupled Nb
detector. An example is the measurement of the transient
photoconductivity of an ensemble of nanocrystals,4 nanowires, or conducting molecules, where it is difficult to attach
electrodes. It should also be possible to investigate the dynamic Jahn-Teller effect, which is very sensitive to
temperature.16 Another possible application is the study of
protein folding or unfolding using a transmission measurement. The THz probe field couples more strongly to low
frequency motion involving secondary and tertiary structures, as compared to a measurement with higher energy
photons which couple to localized IR vibrational modes or
optical transitions. It is known that the !un"folding dynamics
occur on a range of timescales from psecs to msecs or

longer.17 Indeed, THz studies of proteins18 and nanocrystals4
have been conducted with TDTS methods, but could only
investigate dynamics on the psec timescale.
The Nb detector can also be implemented in measurement strategies that have been successfully employed at
other photon frequencies. For example, if the detector is
coupled with a high-finesse THz cavity, it can function as a
far-infrared version of the optical/infrared cavity-ring-down
spectrometer4 or as the THz version of the Balle-Flygare
spectrometer4,19 that is now used in the microwave region.
Such THz studies would provide information on the structure
and dynamics of polar molecules such as water, formaldehyde, hydrogen cyanide, and their hydrogen bonded clusters.
This information provides some of the science base for future planetary and astronomical explorations.20 We anticipate
that other applications will be undertaken once the initial
applications are demonstrated.
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